Near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy predictions as indicator traits in breeding programs for enhanced beef quality.
The aims of this study were 1) to investigate the potential application of near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) to predict beef quality (BQ) traits, 2) to assess genetic variations of BQ measures and their predictions obtained by NIRS, and 3) to infer the genetic relationship between measures of BQ and their predictions. Young Piedmontese bulls (n = 1,230) were raised and fattened on 124 farms and slaughtered at the same commercial abattoir. The BQ traits evaluated were shear force (SF, kg), cooking loss (CL, %), drip loss (DL, %), lightness (L*), redness (a*), yellowness (b*), saturation index (SI), and hue angle. Near-infrared spectra were collected using a Foss NIRSystems 5000 instrument over a spectral range of 1,100 to 2,498 nm every 2 nm, in reflectance mode. After editing, prediction models were developed on a calibration subset (n = 268) using partial least squares regressions, followed by application of these models to the validation subset (n = 940). Estimations of (co)variance for measures of BQ and NIRS-based predictions were obtained through a set of bivariate Bayesian analyses on the validation subset. Near-infrared predictions were satisfactory for measurements of L* (R(2) = 0.64), a* (R(2) = 0.68), hue angle (R(2) = 0.81), and saturation index (R(2) = 0.59), but not for b*, DL, CL, and SF. The loss of additive genetic variance of predicted vs. measured L*, a*, DL, CL, and SF was generally high and was similar to the loss of residual variance, being a function of the calibration parameter R(2). As a consequence, estimated heritabilities of measures and predictions of BQ were similar for traits with high calibration R(2) values. Genetic correlations between BQ measures and predictions were high for all color traits and DL, and were greater than the corresponding phenotypic correlations, whereas both the phenotypic and genetic correlations for SF and CL were nil. Results suggest that NIRS-based predictions for color features and DL may be used as indicator traits to improve meat quality of the Piedmontese breed.